MOO-MDP: An Object-Oriented Representation for Cooperative Multiagent Reinforcement Learning.
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a widely known technique to enable autonomous learning. Even though RL methods achieved successes in increasingly large and complex problems, scaling solutions remains a challenge. One way to simplify (and consequently accelerate) learning is to exploit regularities in a domain, which allows generalization and reduction of the learning space. While object-oriented Markov decision processes (OO-MDPs) provide such generalization opportunities, we argue that the learning process may be further simplified by dividing the workload of tasks amongst multiple agents, solving problems as multiagent systems (MAS). In this paper, we propose a novel combination of OO-MDP and MAS, called multiagent OO-MDP (MOO-MDP). Our proposal accrues the benefits of both OO-MDP and MAS, better addressing scalability issues. We formalize the general model MOO-MDP and present an algorithm to solve deterministic cooperative MOO-MDPs. We show that our algorithm learns optimal policies while reducing the learning space by exploiting state abstractions. We experimentally compare our results with earlier approaches in three domains and evaluate the advantages of our approach in sample efficiency and memory requirements.